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SHOPS 
Retail outlets can benefit from the V-R200’s combination 

of an easy to use interface with one of the most 

powerful EPOS packages on the market - all allied with 

Casio’s trademark hardware reliability. With the addition 

of a Serial or USB barcode scanner, the V-R200 becomes 

a perfect scanning EPOS terminal for retail businesses 

both large and small. If you add the Casio Cloud Suite, 

you can keep up-to-date on how your stores are 

performing from anywhere in the world.

MAKINg IT EASY FOR THE CUSTOMER
Increasing footfall through the store is every store 

owner’s key objective, and with fierce competition in the 

marketplace it is becoming an ever harder objective to 

meet. Casio EPOS solutions enable price promotions 

such as 2-for-1, allowing local stores to compete with the 

larger retailers. Catching 

the consumer’s eye with

bargains on their 

favourite products will 

make it easy for them to 

choose to shop locally.

MAKINg IT EASY 
FOR STORE STAFF
With the V-R200 store  

staff will find it easier to  

keep customers happy.  

Time intensive tasks 

are reduced with the 

efficiency of the systems. 

Barcode scanning of products at POS make the cash 

desk experience much quicker for the store staff and 

customers. The V-R200 is secure, accurate and easy to use, 

maximising your store’s efficiency and

reducing queues in busy periods.

MAKINg IT EASY FOR THE STORE MANAgER
When it comes to multitasking, store managers are the 

experts. Having to fit business management, customer 

service, HR tasks and shop management into the working 

day requires excellent juggling skills. Store managers will 

find it easy to run the store efficiently as the V-R200 is 

like an extra pair of hands. 

Daily tasks such as pricing 
control and cashing up 

have never been so quick, 

or accurate.

MAKINg IT EASY 
FOR REPORTINg
One of the key features 

of the V-R200 is the 

reporting functionality 

offered. This provides the 

store manager access to crucial 

information about their business including: staff security, 
product management and sales reporting. With this 

information it will be easy to identify potential areas for 

growth and profit maximisation. A scalable system means 

it’s easy to find the right solution for any business size.

“We have future  
proofed our  
investment;  

reduced overheads; 
opened doors to  

a host of modules  
and are ultimately  

able to provide  
our customers  
with enhanced  

customer service.”

Hudz

FINd THE RIgHT SOLUTION FOR YOU



KEY FEATURES
 ANdROId BASEd

The latest incarnation of the Casio EPOS software 

harnesses the power of our Android-based 

platform to deliver one of the most feature-rich 

and versatile packages on the market. Whether 

it is the basics of registering sales, intelligent 

application of special offers (BOGOF,  

3 for the price of 2), advanced 

graphical table management or 

sophisticated reporting, you will  

find the Casio EPOS software to  

be more than equal to the task.

 EASY TO USE
The 10.4 inch touch screen LCD 

display is incredibly simple to use, 

tough and durable, enabling staff to 

work quickly and effectively. Staff training 

is kept to a minimum.

 CLOUd SUITE SOFTwARE
The optional Casio Cloud Suite is a comprehensive, 

web-based back office package that allows you 

manage every aspect of your EPOS terminals and 

their part in your business. From the simplicity 

of changing a price to managing stock levels to 

running sophisticated reports, you will find that 

the Casio Cloud Suite makes life simpler. The Suite 

features a number of modules so you 

can pick and choose the features 

you need. The Casio solution 

grows with your business.

 RELIABLE ANd ROBUST
The V-R200 runs as fast as 

your business, supporting daily 

24/7 front of house operation. 

If anything was to happen such as a power 

interruption, a quick return to operation will occur, 

ensuring you’re always ready to go. Also, the 

screen is water splash and dust resistant to the IP53 

standard meaning that day to day spillages and 

cleaning are not an issue.

 LOw POwER CONSUMPTION
The V-R200 consumes much less power than 

conventional PC based systems and this translates 

into significant savings in running costs over time. 

An added advantage of its fanless 

operation is that V-R200 is  

virtually silent.

 STYLISH dESIgN
The V-R200 is capable of displaying vibrant colours 

so that you can really take advantage of the 

customisable user interface to create an attractive 

and intuitive look and feel that your staff will 

appreciate. The screen can be easily tilted to the 

correct viewing angle no matter what the location 

or lighting conditions. The slim and sophisticated 

design will fit well with any interior retail scheme.
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SPECIFICATIONS
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MOdEL V-R200
Software Platform Android 4.2.2

Memory RAM 1GB

Flash ROM 16GB

Display Main display 10.4-inch widescreen touch panel  
(800 x 600 pixels) 
TFT colour LCD

Sub-display 20 character, 2-line LCD

Rotating pop-up

Printer Printing method 1-sheet thermal printer

Print speed Max. 120mm/sec

Paper roll 80mm or 58mm thermal paper

Paper-loading Drop-in paper-loading

Interface Rear of display COM ports 3

Drawer ports 2

LAN port 1

USB (host) port 1

Bottom of printer Magnetic card reader interface 1

Side of display SD/SDHC memory card slot 1

Memory protection Battery Nickel-hydrogen rechargeable battery

Memory retention Stored in flash ROM after one hour

Power supply AC 240V, 50-60 Hz

Power consumption During operation 
In standby mode

Approx. 18W
Approx. 12W

External dimensions (W x D x H) Approx: 395 x 237 x 229mm

Weight Approx 5kg

CPU 1.5GHz dual-core
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